
Year 5 Curriculum Overview
Term: Autumn 2

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Corebook: Tales of the Caribbean
Writing outcomes: non-chronological report, first-person journal writing

Punctuation and
Grammar

- Parenthesis
- Headings & subheadings
- Speech marks

Sentence structures:
- Noun, which/who/where sentences: Relative clauses
- The more, the more sentences: emotive word followed by a related action
- Subject - 3 examples - are all: E.g. ‘My favourite animals - jaguars, snow leopards, panthers - are all species of big cat.

Spelling abundance
brilliance
elegance
extravagance
tolerance
hesitancy
relevancy
vacancy
dominancy
abundancy

innocence
decent
frequent
emergent
confidence
competence
transparent
eloquence
violent
intelligence

abundance
brilliance
elegance
extravagance
tolerance
hesitancy
relevancy
vacancy
dominancy
abundancy

dependable
comfortable
understandable
reasonable
enjoyable
reliable
possible
horrible
terrible
incredible

reliably
dependably
comfortably
possibly
horribly
terribly
visibly
incredibly
sensibly
legibly

accommodate
available
controversy
dictionary
marvellous
opportunity
secretary
sincerely
suggest
twelfth

Maths Factors, multiples and divisors
- Multiples
- Factors
- Common factors
- Prime numbers
- Square numbers
- Cubed numbers
- Multiply by 10, 100, 1000
- Divide by 10, 100, 1000

Perimeter and Area
- Measure perimeter
- Perimeter of rectangles
- Perimeter of rectilinear shapes
- Introduction to area
- Area of rectangles
- Area of compound shapes
- Area of Irregular shapes

Statistics
-Interpret charts ( review)
-comparison, sum and difference ( review)
-line graphs ( review)
-read and interpret line graphs
-draw line graphs
-use line graphs to solve problems
-read and interpret tables
-two-way tables
-timetables

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for all times tables up to 12 x 12



Science Properties of materials
Children will learn:

● Some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a solution. To recover it, you will have to evaporate the liquid out, when you will be left with
solid residue.

● Dissolving, mixing and changing state are reversible changes.
● Some changes result in the formation of new materials, and this kind of change is not usually reversible.

Geography South America locational knowledge
Children will learn:

● S. America is the 4th largest continent, smaller than N. America, larger than Europe.
● There are 12 independent countries.
● Three countries in S. America are...Their capital cities are... (any three)
● Describe the global location of S. America using the 8 compass points.
● S. America stretches from the tropical north to the cold deserts in the north.
● The equator runs through S. America. Most of the continent is in the Southern Hemisphere.
● The tropics of Cancer and Capricorn are imaginary lines north & south of the equator.
● The tropics are the most northerly and southerly places you can be on earth and still have the sun directly overhead.

Religion Theme - Christmas
Religion - Christianity
Children will learn:

● Christians believe Jesus is the Incarnation of God on Earth. God gave Jesus to the Earth to show people how to lead good lives, forgive
them for the things they do wrong and prove to them (through his resurrection) that there is life after death.

● Children will hear two different accounts of the Nativity from the Bible and note differences.
● Children will begin to ask questions about the validity of each story.
● Dec. 25 is not the date mentioned in the Bible as the day of Jesus's birth; the Bible is actually silent on the day or the time of year when

Mary was said to have given birth to him in Bethlehem. Early church leaders may have wanted to provide an alternative to the pagan
celebrations.

● Children know that Jesus’ teachings and the fact that he died are what make him important to Christians. Discrepancies in the accounts
of his Birth may not bother some Christians.

● Other Christians might choose to believe the story as exactly as how it was written.

Art Formal elements: Architecture
Children will learn:

● Designing a stuffed toy
● Blanket stitch
● Details and appendages
● Stuffed toy assembly

PSHE Citizenship
Children will learn:

● I understand what happens when someone breaks the law



● I can explain the process of a trial
● I understand that rights apply to everyone
● I understand that there are responsibilities as well as rights
● I can explain what freedom of expression means and what limitations there are
● I understand why reducing the use of materials and energy helps the environment
● I can explain some of the things individuals can do to reduce use of materials and energy
● I can explain some of the things the government and business can do to reduce the use of materials and energy
● I know how individuals can influence government and business
● I understand how contributions to the community are recognised and valued
● I can explain how some individuals have contributed to society
● I understand what a pressure group is
● I can explain how pressure groups can bring about change
● I understand how parliament works
● I can explain what the the parts of parliament are
● I can identify some qualities needed to be an MP

PE Invasion games: Swimming and tennis
Children will learn:

● Vigorous warm up activities to develop mobility and spatial awareness.
● Develop striking skills with racquet over a net and at targets.
● Explore, receiving from different angles and sending into different angles on the court - attacking and defensive strategies.
● Develop a range of game situations - cooperative, competitive, creative.


